I - Reading  (8 marks)

A. Read the given passage and answer the questions that follow.  (4 marks)

How do television and the other visual media affect the lives of individuals and families around the globe? The media can be very helpful to people who carefully choose the movies and shows that they watch. With high quality programming in various fields of study - science, medicine, nature, history, the arts and so on - TV and video tapes increase the knowledge of average and the well educated person: they can also improve thinking ability. Moreover, television benefits elderly people who can’t go out often, as well as patients in hospitals and residents of nursing facilities. Additionally it offers language learners the advantage of “real- life” audiovisual instructions and oral comprehension practice at any time of day or night. And of course television and video can provide almost everyone with good entertainment-a pleasant way to relax and spend free time at home.

Nevertheless, there are several serious disadvantages to the visual media. First of all, some people watch the “tube” for more hours in a day than they do anything else. In large number of homes, TV sets-as many as five or more in a single household-are always on. Instead of spending time taking care of their kids, parents often use the tube as an “electronic baby sitter”. As a result, television and video can easily replace family communication as well as physical activity and other interest. Secondly, too much TV -especially programming of low educational value- can reduce people’s ability to concentrate or reason. In fact, studies show that after only minute or two of visual media, a person’s mind “relaxes” as it does during light sleep. Another possible effect of television and video tapes, on the human brain is poor communication. Children who watch a lot of TV may lose their ability to focus on a subject or an educational activity for more than ten to fifteen minutes.

A third negative feature of the media is the amount of violence or horror on the screen-both in real events in the news and movies or TV programs .It scares people and gives them a terrible nightmare: the fear created by media images and language can last for a long time.

Finally, the most negative effect of the tube might be addiction. People often feel a strange and powerful need to watch TV even when they don’t enjoy it or have the free time for entertainment.
1. Choose a suitable title for the passage given above. (1x1=1 mark)

a. Advantages of Media  

b. Visual Media  

c. Advantages and Disadvantages of Media  

d. Disadvantages of Media

2. Write True/False for the given statements. (4x0.5=2 marks)

a. Educated people’s knowledge is decreased by TV and video tapes.  

b. Children lose their ability to focus if they see TV for longer time.  

c. TV and video don’t provide good entertainment to the people.  

d. The fear created by media is not long lasting.

3. Write down one advantage and one disadvantage of visual media. (2x0.5=1 mark)

a. Advantage: _______________________________________________________________

b. Disadvantage: ______________________________________________________________

B. Read the following passage and answer the questions given below. (04 marks)

Many people wonder: Why do we sleep? Why do we dream? They ask themselves the purpose, or reason. There are many theories, or opinions about this, but scientists don’t know if these ideas are correct.

One theory of sleep says that during the day, we use many important chemicals in our bodies and brains. We need sleep to make new chemicals and repair, or fix, our bodies. This theory is called the “Repair Theory.” One piece of evidence for this theory is that our bodies produce more of a growth hormone (a chemical that helps us to grow) while we sleep. Another theory is that the purpose of sleep is to dream. Dreaming occurs, or happens, only during one stage, or period, of sleep.

Whatever is the reason for sleep, everyone sleeps, and everyone dreams every night. Many times we don’t remember our dreams, but we still dream. Like sleep, no one knows exactly why we dream or what dreams mean. There have been many theories throughout history. Many cultures believe that dreams can predict the future and can tell us what is going to happen. However, some people believe that dreams are only a form of entertainment.

Psychologists such as Sigmund Freud say that dreams are not predictions of the future. They have strong beliefs about dreams. However, these scientists don’t always agree with each other. There are several different theories about the purpose of dreaming. Every theory comes up with different predictions and hence different analysis.
1. Match the words with their meanings and write down the answers in the column provided. 

(3x0.5= 1.5 marks)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Words</th>
<th>Meanings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>repair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ii</td>
<td>theories</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iii</td>
<td>purpose</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. What does the pronoun they in the 2nd line of the 4th paragraph refer to? (1x0.5=0.5 mark)
a. dreams  
b. sleep  
c. theories  
d. psychologists

3. Fill in the blanks with the appropriate words from the passage given above.  

(2x0.5=1mark)

a. Everyone ________and dreams at night.
b. According to one of the theories, the purpose of sleep is to ________.

4. Answer the following questions.  

(2x0.5=1 mark)
a. What is the meaning of growth hormone?

b. Name the psychologist who said dreams are not predictions of future.
II-Writing (7 marks)

1. Choose the appropriate conjunction to join the sentences. (2x0.5=1 mark)

[and] [but] [or]

a. i. Do you want Pepsi? ii. Do you want coffee?

b. i. Pizza is popular. ii. Pizza is not good for health.

2. Write the words in correct order and make meaningful sentences. (4x1=4 marks)

a. live / where / do / you ?

b. name / what’s / first / your ?

c. number / what’s / telephone / your ?

d. do / when / go / you / the / to / university ?

3. Put in the appropriate punctuation marks and rewrite the sentences in the space provided. (2x1=2 marks)

a. Sara ali is my neighbor

b. jazan University is in saudi Arabia.
III-Grammar (10 marks)

1. There are two mistakes in each sentence. Correct the mistakes and rewrite the sentences in the space provided. (4x1=4 marks)

   a. Maria is siting at her desk. She is write a letter.

   ____________________________________________

   b. They usually visits us in Fridays.

   ____________________________________________

   c. How many money does you have?

   ____________________________________________

   d. There’s many problems in big citys today.

   ____________________________________________

2. Do as directed. (2x0.5=1 mark)

   a. Please put the _______________ (knife) and spoons on the table. (Use plural form)

   b. John has a class _______________ six to seven. (Write Preposition)

3. Use an infinitive (to + verb) and complete the sentences. (4x0.5=2 marks)

   play  watch  wash  listen to  call

   a. Arwa needs ____________ Laila on the phone.

   b. My clothes are dirty. I need ____________ them.

   c. Would you like ____________ some music on the radio.

   d. Do you want ____________ soccer with us at the park this afternoon.
4. Complete the sentences with the words in parentheses. Use the correct form of present progressive and simple present. (6x0.5=3 marks)

a. Sara is in her room right now. She (read) ___________ a book.

b. It (snow) _______________ now. I (like) ________ snow very much.

c. Rowa is eating a sandwich. She always (enjoy) __________ eating fast food.

d. I (know) __________ Maha. She's in my class. We (be) ________ good friends.

5. Circle the correct completion. (6x0.5=3 marks)

a. Pilots sit ___________ an airplane.
   (i) in front of  (ii) in the front of  (iii) front of  (iv) in back of

b. I live _________ 540 Third Street.
   (i) at  (ii) on  (iii) in  (iv) above

c. When I want to know the time, I ____________ a clock.
   (i) see  (ii) look at  (iii) watch  (iv) stare

d. A: __________ a glass of water?
   B: "Yes, thank you.
   (i) Do you like  (ii) Does you like  (iii) Are you like  (iv) Would you like

e. Ali bought a new car. He bought __________ last week.
   (i) him  (ii) it  (iii) he  (iv) them

f. I need __________ a new book.
   (i) buy  (ii) buying  (iii) to buy  (iv) buy

6. Give plurals of the following words. (4x0.5=2 marks)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Singulars</th>
<th>Plurals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a child</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b bus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c horse</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d wife</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>